**PRIMARY FIXING**
8mm Coachbolts -
@ 400mm max CTRS,
Provide Additional
Intermediate Fixing at
Stacked End/s - 75mm
Centres 300mm From Jambs

---

**NOTE**
If Bi-fold head is to be fixed without the fixing bracket, through the track. The track must be thoroughly cleaned before sliding the door panels to prevent swarm jamming or binding the rollers.

---

**Typical Head**

---

**Typical Sill**

---

Fixing Bracket can be reversed or removed if required.

---

Front Leg of Frame Must be Supported by the Structure as Shown

---
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TYPICAL JAMB DETAIL

Pack Jamb Level With Solid Packing

Internal Lining

Architrave

Timber Reveal

Stud

Cavity
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Typical Jamb

Brickwork